End User License Agreement - MSOUTLOOKWARE
You must be careful while reading the complying terms & conditions before
installing, using, or circulating any software except if you have a separate license
agreement contracted by MSOUTLOOKWARE.
If you don’t wish to agree with all the terms & conditions mentioned in this
License, then ensure that the copy of any software is not; installed, copied, used, or
distributed which includes this License. You come under the obligation of
returning the complete software package unused without the request of a product
activation key in the 30 days post purchase to avail a complete refund amount of
your payment.
The terms & conditions in this License account the authorized use and users of
every Licensed Software Copy. For functions of this License, on having a valid
individual-user license, you are authorized to use the single user license copy of
the software. In case, you or your organization owns a multiple user software
license, then you or the organization have the authority of using a number of
Licensed Copies of the application which should be equal to the amount of copies
mentioned in the document issued by MSOUTLOOKWARE while distributing the
license.

Scope of the License
The Licensed Copy of the software could be either used by an individual user or
may have non-simultaneously be used by multiple users with individual
installation of the software copy on a single machine. All rights of any type, on the
software, which have not been explicitly granted in this user license, are solely and
entirely reserved to & by MSOUTLOOKWARE.
You are refrained from renting, leasing, translating, modifying, applying reverse
engineering on, disassembling, decompiling, or creating imitative works based on
the software and shall not let anyone else do the same. You shall neither make

access of the software obtainable to someone in relation with an application service
provider, service bureau, or similar business setup nor shall you permit anyone else
to do it.

Liability Restrictions & Warranty Disclaimers
The software and all associating software, data, files, & material are distributed
and supplied AS IS with no guarantees of any sort, whether implied or expressed.
You admit that good data handling procedure dictates that any application,
including the software, shall be thoroughly tested with a non-crucial data before
relying on it. You hereby, anticipate the complete risks of all use of the copies of
the software, protected by this license. This disclaimer of guarantee represents an
essential division of this agreement. Moreover, in no case does
MSOUTLOOKWARE permits you or anyone else to use the software in systems
or applications where its failure in performing can moderately be expected to lead
to a substantial physical injury or loss of life.
Any such use of the software is completely executed at your own risk, and you
accept to hold MSOUTLOOKWARE harmless from any and all, claims or
damages associated with such illegitimate use. In no act shall
MSOUTLOOKWARE or its suppliers be held responsible for any incidental,
indirect, special, or consequential losses whatsoever (including, loss of business
concern profits, without limitation, business interruptions, loss of business related
information, or any other monetary losses) arising out of the inability to use the
software application or the provision of or failure at providing support assistance,
even if MSOUTLOOKWARE has been advised of the chances of any such
damages. In any event, MSOUTLOOWARE’s complete liability in any provision
must be limited only up to the amount actually invested by you on the software
product.

General Terms Of The License
The provided license is a complete affirmation of the accordance between parties
involved in the acknowledgement and displaces all the other or prior agreements,
purchase orders, and arrangements. This license intends to be controlled by the
laws of the State of Maharashtra, India. The exclusive jurisdiction and location for

all the matters referring to this License must be in the courts and fora situated in
the State of Maharashtra, India. You come under the obligation of accepting such
jurisdiction and venue. There are no external beneficiaries of any obligations,
promises, or representations made by MSOUTLOOKWARE. This license acts as
the perpetual statement of agreement amongst the parties of acknowledgement.
In the unfortunate event of the invalidity of any provision in this license
agreement, the parties accept that such invalidity must not affect the legitimacy of
the remaining portions of the license.
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